Benjamin air rifle parts diagram

If there is any misleading information, please bring it to my attention. The first two photos show
a third variant Model no. What is unique to the first under-lever pump models is the use of
flathead fasteners to secure the forearm grip. The photos below shows the Here's where it gets
interesting. I purchased a gun a while back completely disgusted with the purchase. The gun
has sat in a dark corner of my safe until now. The reason; a separated barrel. Be that as it may,
for the purpose of this discussion it plays an important role. As it turns out the gun is a This
gun has the same nickel finish as the two previous models. In addition to this, it's box is
interestingly similar to that of the "smooth tootsie roll" forearm Montgomery Ward gun,
including the docs, which leads me to believe the two guns might have been manufactured
during the same year or shortly thereafter. I set up the photo so it looks similar to that of the
MW gun so you can judge for yourself. I think I can say with a certain amount of confidence the
Montgomery Ward model followed the It has all the characteristics of the previous 's for the
exception of the bolt. Including what appears to be the same bluing technique. I also asked a
friend who had one of these guns for a short period of time to look for a serial number. He found
none. If anyone has found or has a Benjamin air rifle with an earlier number please let me know,
especially if it is on a different transition model. My guess is Benjamin was busy experimenting
with a cost effective method for bluing to take the place of the high cost nickel plating. The new
bluing technique lasted for the remaining years of this collection with only slight variations,
from a dark brassy look for a lack of better term to an almost black appearance. Next is a
Several significant changes beginning with the breech cap which changed after January It no
longer has the model designation. The model designation is now located on the right side of the
receiver including the guns caliber. The front sight is also located closer to the muzzle. This
trigger pack remains on current production models. The 34X series took some time to sort out.
Evidently Benjamin made a few special order combos. There are significant changes from
previous models. This is the only Benjamin specific vintage or none vintage gun to use this
safety. Were they advertised as such? The answer is yes. The last photo is a Benjamin flyer
advertising many guns from this era, including the C. Here is what Benjamin said about the gun
just in case the print is too small ;. Carbine is the ideal choice for younger shooters, women, or
anyone who likes a compact high-performer. The stock spring in the photo of the PA is believed
to have been implemented by Crosman to stiffen the trigger pull. It is the only gun in this
collection that has one. There is nothing more than a circular cut-out inside the stock directly
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, as well as custom-made Air Venturi parts that are compatible. Whether you're a DIY shooter or
need the help of our professional technicians, Pyramyd Air will help you get the parts you need
for your Benjamin, Crosman or Sheridan airgun. Get FREE shipping on qualifying orders!
Certain restrictions apply. Free shipping may not be combined with a coupon unless stated
otherwise. View Shipping Info. We work hard to get all orders placed by 12 pm EST out the door
within 24 hours on weekdays because we know how excited you are to receive your order.
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problem? We've got you covered! Return any item in new condition along with its original
packaging and any accessories that might have come with your air gun and receive a full
product refund within 60 days of purchase or, if you'd prefer, exchange for another product. Our
customer service team can help determine the best course of action and provide you with some
options in the event you're interested in an exchange. Learn About Returns. Join the Pyramyd
Air mailing list: Our e-mails are filled with new products, deals, sneak peeks, tips and tricks,
contests and more - sign up today! Airgun safety is no accident. You must be 18 years or older
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Lowest. Parts and Accessories for Benjamin and Air Rifles. Parts and Accessories for Benjamin
and Air Rifles Archer Airguns has a growing range of parts and accessories to fit the Benjamin
and air rifles. These parts kits fit most multi-pump Benjamin and air rifles manufactured since
These models have the removable non-soldered valve, starting with the so-called Phase 1
models, manufactured from to Generally, if your or air rifle is fitted with a plastic trigger
assembly, our parts kits will fit. Archer Airguns cannot provide telephone or email support to
help you fix your gun, even if you decide to use our parts kits. Please do NOT order parts kits if
you do not know what you are doing and understand how the gun works. Considerable danger or even death - can be caused to you and others if you re-assemble the gun incorrectly. Archer
Airguns will not be held responsible for any consequences resulting from attempted repairs to
airguns. You will be asked to electronically sign a disclaimer before your parts kit order can be
accepted. Adult high powered air guns in the USA have been relatively slow to catch on, when
compared to the rest of the world. This is primarily due to our gun laws, which make legally
owning traditional firearms much easier here, than in most other countries. However, airguns
have always had their place in our culture and high powered precision air rifles and pellet
pistols are becoming increasingly popular, as more Americans become aware of their benefits
and power. At that time they were primarily used as toys and training aids for kids and
beginners. Benjamin, the creator and original owner of the historic and famous Benjamin
Airguns company, as well as Ed Wackerhagen and his friend Bob Kraus, the creators of the
equally historic and famous Sheridan Airguns company, were instrumental in making pellet
guns into much more than just toys and training aids, here in the US. Benjamin-Sheridan air
rifles and pellet pistols are some of the best American airguns ever made, and while each of
these companies have their own unique story, they are intertwined and eventually combine.
Most of the other compressed air rifles of the time were toys, when compared to the high
powered Benjamin pellet rifle. Louis Air Rifle Company. Unfortunately, these early air guns were
not very well made and the company went out of business. Benjamin however, did learn from
these early mistakes. He was able to purchase the patent rights to his high powered pump

action air rifle and started manufacturing an improved product, using his own name for the
company. The Benjamin air gun line soon expanded to include models with CO2 cartridges,
guns that fire pellets as well as. Benjamin was the first airgun company to use disposable C02
cylinders and made a variety of other important innovations in the advancement of PCP,
break-barrel and even nitro piston air guns. All while continuing to manufacture the original
pump action air rifles and pistols that made Benjamin air guns so popular. In Benjamin acquired
the Sheridan Airgun company. The Sheridan Airgun Company started like many American
business. In Ed Wackerhagen and his friend Bob Kraus knew that they could build a better
airgun than what was for sale at the time, and by mid they did. June 20th, at AM, the two men
pumped and loaded their high powered air rifle and fired a pellet at a block of wood a few feet
away. Not only did their pump action air rifle work, the pellet actually buried itself in the block of
wood! That piece of wood was dated and signed and is now a priceless piece of American
history. The first Sheridan pellet rifle, known as the Model A Super Grade, became available to
the general public in To put that into prospective, you could purchase a Winchester model 94
for the same price. However, this was an important step in high powered adult airguns in the
USA and an American classic that endures to this day, had been born. Here is a gun which is
capable of real target shooting, is deadly on small pests, and is a real pleasure to shoot. It is a
quality job all the way through. The Sheridan Airguns Company continued manufacturing
powerful high end air rifles and pistols while finding ways to lower costs without sacrificing
performance. Benjamin and Sheridan are two of the most respected and best US airgun
manufactures and companies of all time. Known for pushing the limits of what air guns are able
to do and providing value to their customers by manufacturing quality, high powered, accurate
pellet rifles and pistols and offering them at the best sales prices. Benjamin management ran
the Sheridan plant from afar until , when Benjamin closed its plant in St. Racine was the birth
place of the Sheridan Airgun Company He then began combining the two airgun lines. The
pellet pistols were first and became Benjamin-Sheridan air pistols. Next, the two pump action
rifle lines began moving toward each other until there were only minor cosmetic differences
separating the Benjamin and Sheridan air rifles. In , the Benjamin-Sheridan airgun operation
was purchased by the Crosman Corporation, who continues manufacturing and selling
Benjamin-Sheridan air guns to this day. Modern Benjamin Sheridan air rifles and pellet pistols
come in all different power sources and 3 calibers including. All Benjamin. Regardless of whic
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h model you select, you can count on your Benjamin Sheridan air rifle or pistol to have
high-end features and benefits, including incredible accuracy and precision, high pellet velocity,
smooth and easy cocking and triggering and minimal recoil. At my online adult airguns store I
offer a great selection of. No matter what. These savings allow me to offer these USA made,
high powered Benjamin-Sheridan pump action, co2, PCP, break barrel and nitro piston air rifles
and pellet pistols, as well as variety of parts and accessories, at everyday cheap discount sales
prices. I also provide expert product information and customer service to make it as easy as
possible for you to find and buy the best. If you have any questions or need any help finding the
best Benjamin pellet rifle, pistol, part or airgun accessory for you please email me and I will be
happy to help. Got questions? Go to shop. Beginners Blow Back Caliber. Air Soft Ammunition.
Air Rifles Shop. Air Pistols Shop. Accessories Shop.

